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About This Game
Feel the road, feel the freedom. It's hard to resist the 2000hp. You will become weak. You will scream. Steer with the help of
the touch controller your motorcycle. If no touch is available, you can also use a gamepad or keyboard. With touch it´s more
realistic. After a few seconds you feel like on the Road 66 with a bunch of crazy drivers. Unfortunately, the cars have the
negative characteristic very easy to explode. But they are very environmentally friendly.
Test first your driving skills by completing the driving school. You finish driving school after you earn 1000 coins.
Now the adventure begins
Try to get more rounds as possible. Unlock the cooler racing motor and challenge the extreme speed.

3 High-tech motorbikes to choose
3 Worlds ( North Pole, New Egypt, Alpha5 Spacestation )
First person camera view
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TIPS:
Close overtakes = score
Close overtakes + Kamikazo mode = 5 x score
Collect crystals = score
Blue crystal = 1x Nitro
You need 3 x Nitro for KAMIKAZO mode
If you are in KAMIKAZO mode you can hit 5 times another cars before you die.
Collect nitro = repair little damages
Good luck !
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Title: Kamikazo VR
Genre: Action, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Refugio3D
Publisher:
Refugio3D
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: WinXP, Win7, Win8, Windows 10
Processor: I3
Memory: 4000 MB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX760
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 2500 MB available space
Sound Card: onboard
Additional Notes: VR HMD

English
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I want to reccomend this game, but I encountered a game-breaking glitch in the graveyard area with the guillotines. The game
kept crashing everytime i died, but dying is essential for the puzzles here, so I am blocked from completing the game.. I liked
this game alot,
I had a few issues with it,
But the game is easily worth the five dollars.
Check out my playthough right here,
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PL3E0XyceC6eLEodtdhhs1eVNoGmQPu3wv
. Very powerful engine. Baby Bear just ends up killing you in the end after Papa Bear jumps in. Why? Kind of pointless. And
very rude. Please feel bad about your decisions. [No but seriously it seems a bit silly even for this kind of game.]. Great casual
gaming experience. For the price it is a fun game. Not a ton of content, but challenging to master and fun to play with a friend
(local co-op). I hope other developers take note of this game formula, the co-op adds a fun element to a normally isolating VR
experience. The ability to play along with a controller is cool. Overall a solid game. Also, you won't be able to get the music out
of your head. Mix tape number 1 for the win!!!. Has its downfalls, but overall a great RTS.
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Game starts out initially interesting, with graphics you would expect from an indie game. Approximately 5 sectors in it deleted
all my progress and forced me to start over (so imo it wasn't worth my time)
Pros:
---------You utilize your brain to solve puzzles
There is more than five kinds of puzzles
Theres combat mixed in to your puzzles
Cons:
----------- Glitchy targeting\/fps
-Sometimes you will get stuck falling through the map over and over again until you can quickly reset to last checkpoint or
restart level before dying again.
-Possibility of losing all progress, which really isn't too challenging, is time consuming.
-Graphics caused eye cancer, although I expected poor graphics.
-After three sectors you've basically seen every challenge the game has to offer
-Albeit there is more than 5 types of puzzles, they recycle endlessly after sector 3. Game is dead and at current price totally not
worth it. quot;0.13 for a beta...nice ?" 3/100 ~IGN
. A first-person adventure game with a text parser? Sign me up!
Cleverness abounds from this low-budget indie game. Your vocabulary skills equal points, so e.g. if you "take" an object you get
less points than if you, say, "acquire" or "retrieve" it. But all that is just flavor and don't influence the game itself, which is a
smart move.
The wonkiness of the graphics (2D flat sprites in a 3D world) would seem like a downfall of any other game, but here it adds to
the otherworldly mysteriousness of it all. Combine that with an excellent musical score by Makeup And Vanity Set and you've
got a dream-like atmosphere like no other.
Only downside (for me) is that when I streamed this game, I kept getting copyright strikes from Makeup And Vanity Set's
publishers. Licensing music to a game and then cracking down on YouTubers who try to play said game is NOT cool.. I like this
game,I really do.
The idea of it,the pixelated artstyle but....
Why I die so easily???Dude has a heart attack SO EASILY!
And worst of it is....that I have to start the WHOLE thing again from the beginning...
There's no save points....which sucks....
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